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Water Voles-facts 
The numbers of water 
voles in the UK have fallen 
significantly in the last 
twenty years. 
Sometimes mistaken for 
brown rats, which can be 
found in a similar habitat, 
the water vole can be 
identified by their silky, 
yellowish-brown to dark 
brown coat, blunt nose, 
rounded body and long tail. 
The brown rat is larger 
with a more pointed nose. 
Adults weigh 200-350g on 
average, and will consume 
approximately 80 per cent 
of its body weight every 
day, generally eating a diet 
of plants found on the 
banks of waterways. 
British water voles have 
been recorded eating 227 
plants. 
Extracted from www.countryfile.com/
explore-countryside/wildlife/7-facts-
about-water-voles 

MEADOW MANAGEMENT 
There are two subjects that are high on our action list.   
The first, is the disappearance of our water voles.  As you are probably aware 
water voles are an endangered species and we have a responsibility not to 
endanger them or their habitat.  As we have done neither of these, we are 
anxious to ascertain possible causes.  Elaina Whittaker-Slark, of the South 
Downs National Park Authority, who masterminded the successful 
reintroduction of 200 water voles in the Meon River, recently gave a talk 
about them.  The main factors for diminishing numbers are loss of habitat, 
pollution and predation by the non-native American mink.  There have been 
no reports of a sighting of mink, but this does not mean they are not there.  
They are nocturnal and can travel considerable distances.  BMCG are 
developing a strategy for systematically improving the habitats for the voles 
by reducing nettle and other disliked vegetation.  Clearance of overhanging 
trees, bramble and other shading plants for more favoured vegetation.  We are 
also concerned about the occasional low flow of water in the river and are 
working with EA to resolve this. 
The second subject is responding to the fact that seven healthy Crack Willow 
trees have, recently, shed substantial parts of their structure.  We were 
concerned that they were all large trees as, if their size was a factor, it seemed 
that there might be many more failures. We approached the Tree Council and 
were referred to a man of considerable experience and knowledge, one Hugh 
Milner.  A few weeks ago, Hugh visited us and identified the causes of the 
failures.  Crack Willows grow quickly and often send out side branches that 
can easily destabilise a tree.  They also like a lot of light and when crowded 
will reach for the sky.  The solution is to remove large side branches and 
leaning boles, leaving the main vertical boles until they are at a height where 
they should be pollarded.   
We are conscious of the need to maintain the overall appearance of Brook 

Meadow so prioritization of tree work will be carefully handled over a cycle 
of many years.  
Report by Maurice Lillie 17/02/2017 

Mink on the River Ems? December 16th 
The South Downs National Park (SDNP) have received 
concerns from local landowners about the possible 
presence of American Mink on the upstream reaches of 
the River Ems at Westbourne. If true, this could explain 
the observed loss of Water Voles along the upper flowing 
reaches of the Ems near Watersmeet since they were 
positively surveyed for the river restoration works in 
2014/15. It might also help to explain the loss of Water 
Voles along other parts of the Ems, including here on 
Brook Meadow. Mink are serious predators of Water 
Voles and have been a major factor in their decline over 
the past 30 years. However, Mink have never actually 
been sighted on Brook Meadow throughout the 16 years 
of management by the conservation group. In the New 
Year, the SDNP plan to put out Mink rafts to help 
determine if Mink are present, so watch this space!  

REMINDER  If you are one of the few members who have not renewed their 2016/2017 
subscription you will not receive future quarterly newsletters. Please send your subscription to Pam 
Phillips. Contact details at the end of this newsletter. 



PRACTICAL WORK IN THE MEADOW—1st QUARTER SUMMARY 
With no growth during the winter months work this quarter is mainly about clearing and tidying up ready 
for Spring. 
19th January 2017-Thursday. The group was briefed by Ian Newman on the tasks for the day. Jennifer 
and Mike went off to strim the NE corner of the meadow whilst Maurice, Pam, Jutta and Kathy started 
work on reducing the pile of tree debris alongside the main path into logs. The logs were taken by Pam to 

the Lumley gate for a “help yourself log pile” (see picture below left) 
and smaller pieces to reinforce the hibernacula. Meanwhile Gordon and 
Dan set to work on removing branches from the fallen tree on the edge 
of the Seagull Lane Patch.  
4th February 2017-Sunday. Led by Dan. It was a damp, chilly, grey 
morning and only 8 volunteers turned up. Nevertheless we all got stuck 
in clearing the area between Seagull Lane and the river. We actually 
achieved a great deal and pretty well tidied up the whole area including 
most of the very dangerous Crack Willow by the river. (see picture left

). We dragged most of the brambles from the area to the hibernacula 
to create much needed cover and protection for their inhabitants.  

16th February 2017-Thursday. The group of 9 volunteers was briefed and 
led by Maurice. Sunny day. Five tasks were undertaken. To complete the 
removal of the damaged part of a Crack Willow near the north bridge. To 

build a bonfire (picture right) and burn up the arisings from several 
previous work sessions. To grub out several bramble shoots from the 
triangular grassed area near the wishing tree in the north meadow and place 
them on the nearby hibernaculum. To cut to ground level the Blackthorn 
stumps in the north-east corner of the meadow. Usual litter picking.  

5th March 2017-Sunday. Led by 
Jennifer Rye. Damp morning with rain 
but 11 volunteers attended. The major task for the day was to continue 
tidying up the fallen crack willow near the north bridge in order to 
improve sightlines into the north eastern corner. This involved a crack 
team of wood handlers using bow saws under  Maurice’s supervision. 
Meanwhile a very thorough litter pick cleared a large number of bottles, 
cans and other rubbish from the Palmers Road copse before the new 
spring growth covers it all up. 

Broad Leafed Dock  
Native perennial. Very common 
over all British Isles. Grows to 1m. 
One of two common dock this is 
the one to use for nettle stings. 

Bristly Ox Tongue  
Native annual or biennial. 
Common in England and Wales. 
Grows to 80cm. Similar to sow-
thistle but with  bristles arising 
from white blisters on leaves. 

Spear Thistle  
Native biennial. Common through-
out British Isles. Grows to 1.25m. 

If you want to come and join a workday we’d love to see you. 10 a.m. at the Seagull Lane patch by HQ 
every first Sunday and third Thursday of the month. See back back for details. We are a friendly and co- 
operative group, full training is given for all tasks and there are jobs to suit every taste and energy level. 

Leaves appearing on the Meadow 26th February photos by Brian Fellows 



PLANTS BEGINNING TO APPEAR SUNDAY FEBRUARY 26 – 2017 

 
The weather was cloudy, but otherwise fine. The paths on the meadow are drying out nicely and boots are 
not needed. Here are a few observations with photos.  

Alder Tree flowers 
Male catkins  

The catkins are long and brown, 
hanging down like decorations. 
 
 

 Female flowers  
Inconspicuous these develop into 
small cones later in the year. 

Osier Tree flowers 
 
The osier is dioecious, meaning male 
and female flowers are found on 
separate plants Flowers are greenish 
catkins, which appear in late-winter 
to early spring before the leaves. 

Male catkins are yellow.   

Butterburr 
Perennial plant which forms 
patches. The leaves come after 
the flowers and can be very 
large by summer. Grows in 
damp places. 

The male flower   

shown below is more common. 
Female flower spikes are taller 

Cherry and Gorse 
 There is a fine blossom on the 
Cherry Plum on the causeway 
almost forming an archway with 
the yellow Gorse.  

Snowdrop Galanthus nivalis  

Bulbuos perennial—probably native 

Lesser Celandine Ranunculacae 

ficaria. Common native perennial. 



BROOK MEADOW CONSERVATION GROUP—CONTACTS 
Jennifer Rye (Chairman): 6 Frobisher Gardens, Emsworth. tel. 01243 376926. e-mail jenniferrye01@gmail.com 
Debbie Robinson (Minute Secretary):  16 Victoria Road, Emsworth, PO10 7NH.  
 tel.01243 389005.  e-mail debsrobuk@yahoo.com 
Pam Phillips (Membership Secretary and Treasurer):  2 The Rookery, Emsworth, PO10 8AH. 
 tel.01243 377791. e-mail p.phillips367@btinternet.com 
Website for photos of wildlife and Brook Meadow news:  www.brookmeadow.org.uk 
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FORTHCOMING WORK SESSIONS 10-12noon:  
 Meet at the Tool Store Seagull Lane  Tools and gloves provided. 
Sunday 1st April : Thursday 20th April : Sunday 7th May : Thursday 18th May : Sunday 4th June : 
Thursday 15th June : Sunday 2nd July 

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY 
 
Wednesday 12th April. Mayor of Havant’s gentle circular walk in Brook Meadow accompanied by Brian 
Fellows with tea/coffee afterwards in the Pastoral Centre in the Square. 
 
Friday 10th November Brook Meadow annual general meeting. St James Church Hall. 

Repairs to Bridges on the Meadow. 
Both bridges across the River Ems, constructed in the early 1990’s are in need of maintenance to preserve 
them from further deterioration. This is important both for public safety, access to the meadow and keeping 
a high quality experience for visitors. 
South Bridge 
Some work has been done on the south bridge to mitigate the damage caused by the overlaying of the 
original hardwood walking surface with plywood and a slip resistant surface.  The section over the main 
span has been successfully resurfaced.  However, the approaches from east and west are, in our opinion, 
dangerous and therefore in great need of repair and resurfacing. 
 North Bridge 
The north bridge is in reasonable condition, for the time being, but the walking surface must be cleaned to 
remove soil and dead vegetation that makes it slippery.  There are some signs of surface deterioration which 
will, in the not too distant future, necessitate replacement of the boards. 
  
The south bridge is clearly the priority. 

Vandalism continues.. 
The flood defence wall in the north-east corner of 
the meadow continues to be vandalised with 
concrete bags wrenched off and thrown into the 
river. The brick wall has also been attacked.  

Fresh Mole Hills on Paths 
There are more fresh Molehills coming up alongside 
the main paths through the meadow. Moles appear to 
be particularly attracted to paths, maybe from the 
vibrations caused by walkers?  


